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Motivation
Long-lived particles (LLPs) can arise from many extensions to the SM 
‣ e.g. SUSY, Higgs-portal, heavy neutrino theories, ...  
‣ Broad LHC search programme (see LHC LPP white paper)  
‣Wide variety of models, signatures, reconstruction techniques 

This work considers split SUSY simplified models 
‣ LLP is gluino; decays to two quarks and LSP 
‣ Experimental signature: displaced jets and pTmiss 

‣ Model parameters: mgluino, mLSP, gluino lifetime (𝒄𝝉0) 

This work was motivated by CMS-SUS-18-038 
‣ LHC LLP workshop: "What do prompt searches bring?" 

Aim: enhance sensitivity with a generic "LLP jet" tagger
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Key aspects of the network

Particle- and high-level inputs 

Parameterised network  

Multiclass classifier (LLP, SM labels) 

Domain adaptation 

Trained with simulation and data
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Problem: the standard "ghost tagging" technique 
(used for b and c jets) cannot account for nonpointing 
jets (w.r.t. quarks) arising in                decays 

Solution: per jet, define jet-vertex shared momentum 
fraction 𝒇𝝂 from all jet constituent 𝓲 sharing vertex 𝝂: 

Jet is associated to vertex 𝝂 according to argmax(𝒇𝝂) 
‣Minimises vertex association to jets from UE 

Jet "LLP" label determined by grandmother 

Transfer jet label to reconstructed jet by ΔR matching

LLP

Quark Quark

LSP

GEN-jets

Labelling scheme
We perform supervised learning of jet class  
‣ Labels from GEN-level info. from simulation  

Jet-class labels: LLP, b, c, uds, g
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Input features
Particle candidates, clustered into jets (AK4), from CMS Particle Flow algorithm 

Four groups of input features, per jet: 
‣ Up to 25 charged PF candidates: ranked by IP significance, 17 features 
‣ Up to 25 neutral PF candidates: ranked by transverse momentum, 6 features 
‣ Up to 4 secondary vertices: ranked by 3D displ. significance, 14 features 
‣ High-level: 14 global features 

Variable numbers of PF candidates and secondary vertices ⟹ zero padding 

Total: up to 637 features 

All information available in analysis-level data tier (MINIAOD)
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Feature extraction
Four sequential layers of 1D convolutions with a kernel size of 1 
‣ Each layer comprises 64, 32, 16, 8, or 4 filters 
‣ LeakyReLU activation function, dropout of 10% 
‣ Overall operation can be viewed as a compression (per particle candidate)  

Feature vectors are flattened, concatenated, add         added to 
global jet features, fed to dense layer  

637 inputs → 200 highly discriminating features 

Inspired by CMS DeepJet algo (albeit simplified)
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Parametric network
"Characteristic" experimental signature of a jet depends on 𝒄𝝉0 

Introduce 𝒄𝝉0 as an input parameter at the dense-network stage 

‣ For split SUSY scenarios, consider 10 µm < 𝒄𝝉0 < 10 m 

‣ For inference, 𝒄𝝉0 for SM jets is given by signal hypothesis under test 

Allows for hypothesis testing with a single network
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Domain adaptation by backprop
Impressive advances from deep feed-forward architectures  
‣ Requires large amount of labelled training data 
‣ Augment learning with large (but shifted) training sets?  

Domain adaptation: learning a task in the presence of a                  
shift between (labelled) training and (unlabelled) test sets 
‣ This method: simultaneously optimise for feature extraction, label prediction, domain classifier 

Objectives:  

‣ Discriminating features 𝒇 (seek 𝝑𝒇 to minimise 𝑳𝒚) 

‣ Domain-invariant features 𝒇 (seek 𝝑𝒇 to maximise 𝑳𝒅) 

Gradient-reversal layer allows to find stationary point in saddle 

‣ Introduces -𝝀 term in backprop; combined loss 𝑳𝒚 + 𝝀𝑳𝒅 

‣ 𝝀 controls trade-off between objectives
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Application of domain adaptation
Typical situation: classifier performance for 
simulation may not be representative of that for 
data if trained solely on simulation 

Use domain adaptation to construct a domain-
invariant feature representation with respect to 
(unlabelled) data and simulation 

Feature extraction subnetwork focuses less on 
domain-dependent features, while retaining 
features common to both data and simulation 

Do domain-invariant features provide 
discrimination power for classification task? ...
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Jet class and domain branches

Jet class branch 
‣ Labels: LLP, b, c, uds, g 
‣ Dense network: 2 layers, 100 neurons 
‣ Softmax activation function in final layer 
‣ Loss function: categorical cross entropy 

Jet domain branch 
‣ Labels: data, simulation 
‣ Dense network: 2 layers, 50 neurons 
‣ Sigmoid activation function in final layer 
‣ Loss function: binary cross entropy
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Training
Training performed using both simulated event samples and pp collision data 

Jet class branch 
‣ Simulated samples: split SUSY (long-lived gluinos), QCD multijet, and tt production 

‣ Split SUSY: consider 10 µm < 𝒄𝝉0 < 10 m 

‣ Split SUSY: wide range of (mgluino, mLSP) to ensure adequate generalisation 
‣ Use ~20 million jets 

Jet domain branch 
‣ Sample of pp collision data: signal-depleted, enriched in relevant SM bkgd processes 

‣ µ+jets events from data, simulated W(→ℓ𝝂)+jets and tt event samples 

‣ Sample contains both prompt and displaced jets 
‣ Sample carefully defined to ensure accurate modelling of event kinematics  
‣ Use ~1.2 million jets
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Training
Few tens of epochs, batches of 10k jets 

‣ LLP jets: sample randomly from (mgluino, mLSP, 𝒄𝝉0) space 
‣ SM jets: drawn randomly to match LLP-jet (pT, η) distribution per batch 

‣ SM jets: 𝒄𝝉0 generated randomly according to LLP-jet distribution per batch 

Initially train to predict only the jet class 

‣ First, determine optimal scheduling of the learning rate 𝜶 = 𝜶0 / (1 + 𝜿n) 

‣ n is the epoch number, 𝜿 is the decay constant, 𝜶0 = 0.01  

‣ Classifier performance is optimal for 𝜿 = 0.1 and only weakly dependent on 𝜿  

Network is then trained to predict both the jet class and domain 

‣ 𝝀 hyperparameter is increased according to 𝝀 = 𝝀0[ 2 / (1 + e−0.2n) − 1 ]  

‣ 𝝀0 = 30, such that λ increases from 0 to 0.9𝝀0 after 15 epochs 

Hyperparameter scheduling and values based on literature (and experience)
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Workflow
Use Keras v2.1.5 to implement the architecture; TensorFlow v1.6 queue system to preprocess files 

Custom ROOT-TF pipeline provides CPU-based preprocessing, concurrently with GPU-based training 

‣ File names (randomised) are dequeued asynchronously in multiple threads 

‣ Per thread, ROOT trees are read into memory and (pT, η) resampling is performed  
‣ Tensors are enqueued asynchronously into a second queue 

‣ Randomised batch of tensors are dequeued (with generated 𝒄𝝉0 values for SM jets) for training
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Demonstration here:

System can flexibly adapt 
to new input features or 
samples on-the-fly
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Validation with data
Consider a useful quantity for a search 
‣ e.g. maximum value of LLP jet probability per event, Pmax 
‣ Compare distributions from sim. and data 

Sample of µµ+jets events (Z+jets, tt ) 
‣ Representative of SR, good kinematic modelling 
‣ Independent from training, used to validate the method 

Significant improvement with DA 
‣ Residual differences now below ~10%  
‣ JSD is reduced by an order of magnitude  

Application of DA significantly reduces biases (and syst. uncerts.) 
‣ Translates into a more robust SM background estimation 
‣ But do we maintain performance? ...
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Performance
ROC curves shown for 𝒄𝝉0 = 1 mm and 1 m 

‣ Highlight roles of tracker and calorimetry, respectively 
‣ For mistag rate of 0.01% (udsg), eff. = 40 and 70%, resp. 

Domain-invariant classification performance for minimal cost 

Network generalises well: split, RPV, GMSB SUSY models
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Performance (cont.)
LLP jet tagging efficiency vs 𝒄𝝉0  

‣ Consider fixed working point: mistag rate of 0.01% (udsg) 

‣ Effs. of 30–80% with 1 mm ≤ 𝒄𝝉0 ≤ 10 m 

‣ Low effs for 𝒄𝝉0 ≤ 0.1 mm (vertex position resolution) 

LLP jet tagging efficiency vs "wrong" 𝒄𝝉0  

‣ Consider SUSY model with fixed 𝒄𝝉0 value (1mm and 1m) 

‣ Scan 𝒄𝝉0 and evaluate with "wrong" value 

‣ Eff. peaks when evaluated 𝒄𝝉0 = model 𝒄𝝉0 

‣ May be used to characterise a potential signal contribution
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"Showcase" search
Scenario: long-lived gluinos from split SUSY 

Currently a blinded search (with conservative methods) 

Signal region definition 
‣ Veto isolated leptons, at least 3 jets 
‣ Dedicated variables to suppress multijet events 
‣ Define tight WP to "tag" LLP jets with high purity  
‣ Significant pTmiss; categorise events by HT, Njet, Ntag 

Method compares favourably w.r.t. state-of-the-art techniques  

‣ Gluino masses ~2 TeV excluded for 1 mm ≤ 𝒄𝝉0 ≤ 1 m 

Significant gains w.r.t. traditional "prompt" jets+MET searches
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Summary and future directions
Tagger for generic displaced jets, submitted to MLST (arXiv:1912.12238) 
‣ Dedicated labelling scheme 
‣ Parametrised network to handle LLP lifetime 
‣ Domain adaptation: similar performance with data and simulation (more robust bkgd estimation?) 
‣ Custom pipeline for preprocessing and training 
‣ Excellent performance and good generalisation 
‣ Competitive coverage of new-physics parameter space 

Next step: deploy in a search for new physics!  
‣ The technique lends itself to probing difficult (e.g. low-mass) new-physics scenarios 
‣ e.g. scalars from exotic Higgs decays, Heavy Neutral Leptons, Axion-Like Particles, ...
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Input features: extra
17 features per charged PF candidate 

‣ Track kinematics (both absolute and relative to the jet axis) 
‣ Track quality 
‣ 2D and 3D impact parameters and significances 

6 features per neutral PF candidate 
‣ Energy and fractions deposited within the ECAL and HCAL subdetectors 
‣ Photon and pileup hypothesis compatibilities (latter from PUPPI algorithm) 
‣ Collinearity with respect to the jet axis and the nearest secondary vertex 

12 features per secondary vertex  
‣ Kinematical properties 
‣ Number of associated tracks 
‣ 3D displacement (and significance) with respect to the primary vertex 

14 (global) features per jet 
‣ Momentum and pseudorapidity 
‣ Numbers of constituent PF candidates and reconstructed secondary vertices 
‣ Several high-level engineered features used by the CSV b tagging algorithm
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